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Seasons: Fall, Kayaking the White Salmon River with Kate Wagner

Amateur

General

3:35

Deep Canyons with steep, spring fed creeks, make White Salmon,
Washington a paddling paradise. This Autumn we caught up with White
Salmon local Kate Wagner during a soul-session outside her hometown.

Skip Armstrong

15

This sequel to "Just Like You Imagined" joins Ottawa paddlers to some of
the worlds best whitewater runs, while raising money for Five2Nines
Currents Webseries, a conservation initiative, as well as First Descents.

Mike McKay

Better Than You Imagined
Amateur
Russell Fork Gorge - A Low Water Video Guide

Amateur

I Think I'm Gonna Yak
Harder Days

General
General

17:04

Amateur

General

5:46

Amateur

General

Amateur

General

10

Amateur

Documentary

10

Amateur

Documentary

6:24

Amateur

Documentary

12

Amateur
Accomplished

General
General

12:30
15

Accomplished

General

6

Trout on the Wind

Accomplished

Documentary

23

The Canoe Movie

Pro

General

30

Pro

General

45

5:30

Any Given Weekend

Currents: Mexico
Too Precious to Dam
Riverbone News - AMG Edition
Year of the Cat – Going Feral
Foamboater: Keep it Between the Land - The Motion Picture (with sound)
The Lucky Ones

Halo Effect

Brandon Jett
A video guide to all the major rapids in the Russell Fork Gorge at low flows
A group of Texas boaters doing their best to have a good time with what
Mike LeGoffe
little water they do have…Its not big…but its WET!
Rogue elements of the BWA and CRKC paddling the rapids of Grassy
Jeff Frazier
Creek and the Russell Fork Gorge in Elkhorn City, KY.
On any given weekend, the Green River Narrows can be the site of
triumph or tragedy; delivering a lifetime of memories or season ending
injuries. On one such weekend, a group of friends experience the thrill of
victory and the agony of defeat from this classic steep creek.
Dan Fowler
Currents Episode 9 explores river conservation work done in Mexico by
Mike McKay
Canadian Jim Coffey. As well, some amazing rivers are featured.
The Mokihinui is New Zealand's least modified river catchment. An 85m
dam is planned. This short video is a chronicle 0f 130 river people saying
Brian Megaw
"Too Precious to Dam".
Featuring original music by boaters for boaters, Riverbone News is
Zach Thomason
reporting on Alabama Mountain Games.
A year of extreme class V catarafting in the Pacific Northwest and
California
Shelly Becker
A team of foamboaters paddle the gnar.
Tom Gerencer
In the last 5 years, I have met so many people that talk about it instead of
Ben Jung
doing it.
Trout on the Wind takes you to Trout Creek, a tributary of the Wind River
in the Columbia Gorge to witness first hand the removal of Hemlock Dam
and the restoration of the river. The dam was built in the 1930s and
Ralph Bloemess/Sam Drevo
removed in 2009, and as a result over 14 miles of prime Steelhead trout
habitat has been restored.
The Canoe Movie is a collection of over 30 years of whitewater canoeing
and tells a tale of history while paving the road for the future of canoesport.
Meet the colorful characters who’ve always been a part of the foundation
of all modern paddlesports, and hear their story. Follow along as we
Will Lyons/John Grace
explore such topics as boat design, canoeing vs. kayaking, the
unmistakable passion and pride contained within all canoeists, pushing the
limits, and much more.
Three of the world's best kayakers take a two-month journey to the
Scandinavian paddling meccas of Iceland and Norway. While they
search inside the arctic circle for rapids and waterfalls that have never
been run, they're also searching for the elusive moments when the
Steve Fisher
stars align and everything goes perfectly, but sometimes…
in the blink of an eye… things go horribly wrong.
The inevitable externalities of their main goal is what they call 'the halo
effect'.

Wild Water

Ice Water in the Veins

Team River Runner film

45:30:00

WildWater is a journey into the mind and soul of whitewater, into the
places only river runners can go, places of discovery, solitude and risk.
Its a visually stunning feast for the senses, and an expedition into new
ideas. We set out to create a new kind of adventure film. One where
image, sound and ideas trump all else. We wanted to communicate the
essence of the thing - wild places and whitewater - and put its soul on film.
A documentary about the unique history of ice canoeing practice in
Quebec Provence in Canada.

Cimon Charest

18

A group of disabled veterans tackle adversity and learn to kayak

Century Paddle/Huckin Huge

Thomas Oliver

Pro

General

30

Pro

Documentary

Not submitted for judging

Raven Fork

Not submitted for judging

108

The beauty of nature, the importance of friendship and the unpredictable
perils of fate are each the subject and the breathtaking form of Thomas W.
Oliver’s cinematic experience Raven Fork. Living in the mountains of
Western North Carolina, two friends Dave (Glenn LaPlante) and Blake
(Frank Jordan) find life, friendship, and adrenaline in a whitewater
paradise. While passing their time traveling from kayak trip to kayak trip
the two make plans to run their most ambitious river to date; the class V
Raven Fork, a river carved deep in the heart of the rugged Appalachian
wilderness. A tragic river accident followed by a self-destructive tailspin
explores the emotion of life itself, the search for closure, and the
momentum of the human spirit to prevail.

Trip Report - Chile 2010

Not submitted for judging

13

A crew of paddlers travel to Chile for some waterfall huckin' and steep
creekin'

Anson Fogel

Gareth Tate

